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Abstract
We surveyed common logic errors made by students learning programming in introductory (CS1)
programming classes, as reported in 47 publications from 1985 to 2018. A logic error causes incorrect
program execution, in contrast to a syntax error, which prevents execution. Logic errors tend to be
harder to detect and fix and are more likely to cause students to struggle. The publications described 166
common logic errors, which we classified into 11 error categories: input (2 errors), output (1 error),
variable (7 errors), computation (21 errors), condition (18 errors), branch (14 errors), loop (27 errors),
array (5 errors), function (24 errors), conceptual (43 errors), and miscellaneous (4 errors). Among those
errors, we highlighted 43 that seemed to be the most common and/or troublesome. As interest in
computer science education continues to grow, with college majors tripling in the past decade, this
survey can help instructors, authors, and tool developers focus on helping learners detect or avoid these
common errors in CS1.
Introduction
Interest in computer science continues to grow, with college computer science majors tripling between
2006 and 2015 [1, 2]. However, failure rates in introductory programming courses ("CS1") have been at
a rather high 25-30% for several decades [3].
One contributor to poor CS1 performance is students struggling with programming errors. Thus,
numerous researchers over the past decades have published errors made by students learning
programming, hoping to aid instructors, authors, and tool developers in helping students detect or avoid
such errors. Publications report different subsets of errors, due to variations in the language used, in the
assignments students worked on, in the tools and instructional materials used, and in the help provided
to students. We thus reviewed the publications to develop a more comprehensive summary of the
common errors made by novice programmers. We focus on logic errors rather than syntax errors.

A syntax error is a program error that violates language rules and thus prevents execution. For compiled
languages, a syntax error results in a compiler message, typically pointing to the erroneous program line.
An example message is "Line 23: Missing semicolon". Syntax errors may annoy students and cause
some struggle, but our experience is that logic errors cause more struggle. Syntax errors are covered by
other works, such as Hristova [4] or Denny [5]. The latter lists top syntax errors as: cannot resolve
identifier, type mismatch, and missing semicolon.
In contrast, a logic error appears in a syntactically-correct program that compiles and runs, but
incorrectly attempts to solve the assignment given to the student programmer. An example is a loop that
should iterate through an array but incorrectly stops one short of the array's last element. In our teaching
experience, logic errors can be harder to detect and find than (most) syntax errors, and are a more
common cause of substantial student struggle.
During our review, we found two publications, [7, 8], to be of particular interest due to not just reporting
common errors, but also indicating the time required by students to find and fix the errors. Time is
important, because some common logic errors are straightforward to find and fix, such as dividing by 0,
as in sumItems / numItems where numItems is 0. That error may result in a runtime message that guides
students directly to the offending program line and helps students immediately realize the problem, and
whose fix may be a relatively straightforward check for 0 before dividing. On the other hand, some
common logic errors are much harder to find and fix, such as performing integer division when
intending for floating-point division, as in f = (9/5)*c + 32 (in Java, C, C++, etc.). That error may cause
incorrect output, but the student doesn't know that the 9/5 (should be 9.0/5.0) or even that code line is
the problem, and thus may try many different things, spending a lot of time and leading to struggle.
Altadmri [7] automatically analyzed 37 million compilations from 250,000 students learning Java using
BlueJ to find runtime errors, considering frequency and time-to-fix, yielding a list of time-consuming
errors like confusing &&/|| and &/|, using == instead of .equals for strings, ignoring a method's return
value, putting a semicolon after if, and dozens more. Median time-to-fix for the above was 17 min to 7
min. Ettles [8] analyzed 51,000 submissions from 809 students solving 10 problems in C using
CodeWrite, yielding time-consuming errors of: accessing an invalid array element, off-by-one errors,
boundary errors, and more, with median times ranging from 20 min to 8 min. As will be seen, we give
special weight to the time-consuming errors found by these two publications.
Our goal is to assist instructors, authors, and tool developers who wish to adapt their teaching
techniques, learning content, languages, tools, and automated help systems to assist students in detecting
or avoiding common logic errors.

Literature review method
To find publications relating to common errors, we carried out two tasks. (1) We searched on Google
Scholar from 1985 to 2018 for a reasonable combination of these relevant (i.e., related to common
novice-programmer logic errors) keywords: program, programmer, CS1, error, mistake, bug, fix,
problem, novice, difficult, misconception, and manually examined titles of the search results to find
relevant publications. (2) We manually examined titles of every paper published from 2008 to 2018 in
the following 8 conferences and journals, which include a focus on CS education topics: the American
Society for Engineering Education annual Conference (ASEE), the ASEE Computers in Education
Journal (CoED), the ACM Global Computing Education Conference (CompEd), the Frontiers in
Education Conference (FIE), the International Computing Education Research Conference (ICER), the
Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education Conference (ITiCSE), the Special Interest
Group on Computer Science Education Conference (SIGCSE), and the ACM Transactions on
Computing Education journal (TOCE). For both tasks, if a title seemed relevant (i.e., related to common
novice-programmer logic errors), we manually examined the publication to see if the publication
reported on common novice-programmer logic errors, and ultimately found 47 relevant publications.
For these 47 publications, we logged the errors described in each publication. The result was a raw list
of 400 errors, but after processing these errors (remove duplication, remove non-CS1 related such as
OOP, pointers, etc., and not counting generic errors such as "branching errors", "selection errors", etc.),
we reduced the list to 166 errors. We classified the remaining specific 166 errors into 11 error categories
based on commonality: input (2 errors), output (1 error), variable (7 errors), computation (21 errors),
condition (18 errors), branching (14 errors), loop (27 errors), array (5 errors), function (24 errors),
conceptual (43 errors), and Miscellaneous (4 errors), as shown in Table 1. Of the 166, we highlighted (in
bold) 43 that appear in more than one paper. Of those 43, we further highlighted (with an asterisk) 11
that were reported to be time-consuming by either Altadmri et al. [7] or Ettles et al. [8]. Section
“Common Errors” shows the errors within each category in a tabular format in Table 2 to Table 12.
For the categorization, we did not use any algorithm or formal process to develop the categories. We
used our own judgments based on our own experiences to group together related errors based on
commonality in 11 categories. The classification was done by the first author and was reviewed as
needed by the second author. For verification and correctness, the first author redid the categorization
multiple times. Different categorizations are possible of course; no one categorization is exclusively
"correct".
Our study focuses on logic errors typically found in CS1 courses; therefore, we exclude errors
commonly found in later courses (or late in some CS1 courses) like object oriented programming
(classes, objects, interfaces, inheritance, overriding, constructors, accessors/modifiers, etc.), recursion,
pointers/references, exception handling, data structures beyond arrays and strings such as linked lists,
trees, and graphs, GUI and event-driven programming, etc.

No.

Category

# errors

Most common errors

1

Input

2

Erroneous prompting

2

Output

1

Order of output statements

3

Variable

7

Uninitialized variables

4

Computation

21

Integer division

5

Condition

18

&& and || operators

6

Branching

14

Multiple If vs If-else

7

Loop

27

Loop counter

8

Array/String

5

Indexing

9

Function

24

Return value

10

Conceptual

43

Lack of plan

11

Miscellaneous

4

Typos

Total no. of errors

166

Table 1: 11 error categories for the 166 errors in the 47 publications from 1985 to 2018 with an example
of the most common error in each category.
Obviously, we cannot provide explanations and examples for all 166 logic errors. Instead, we
highlighted in bold errors reported in multiple publications, and highlighted with an asterisk errors that
[7, 8] found to be the most time-consuming, yielding 43 highlighted errors. References are included for
all 211 errors, however, so that a reader can find details in previous publications of any error of interest.
Common errors
Table 1 lists the 11 error categories we defined for the 166 errors, with a column showing the number of
errors in each category and another column for the most common error in each category. The sections
below provide further details on those 166 errors. For each error category, we use a tabular format
(Table 2 to Table 12) to decompose generic and specific errors that we defined, each with a bulleted list
of errors. Generic and specific errors include citations (in the form of the first author last name and the
last two digits of the year of publication) of several publications (but not necessarily all) that discussed
the item. Note that some publications only discussed errors generically (like "Input errors") while others
described specific errors (like "Waiting for input without prompting"). For each table, we highlighted
common errors in bold and with an asterisk (as we discussed at the end of previous section “Literature
review method”).

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Erroneous input
[Grandell05]

• Erroneous prompting [Efopoulos05, Simon07]
• Putting input statements in the wrong order
[Alzahrani18]
Table 2: The 2 input specific errors.

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Output fragment
[Spohrer85]

• Putting output statements in the wrong order
[Alzahrani18, Lee99, Spohrer85]

Table 3: The 1 output specific error.

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Variables
[Caceffo16, Hanks08,
Qian17, Robins06]

• Incorrect initialization [Garner05, Hall12, Fitzgerald08,
Murphy08]
• Incorrect or redundant variables [Grandell05]
• Subscripting variables incorrectly [Hall12]
• Uninitialized variables* [Ahmadzadeh05, Ettles18 (2min, 13%),
Garner05, Raana15, Robins06, Truong04]
• Unset flags [Hall12]
• Use of variables for input and output operations [Qian17]
• Using the wrong variable type [Hall12]
Table 4: The 7 variable specific errors.

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Array / string errors [Bryce10, Efopoulos05,
Garner05, Hanks08, Robins06, Wiegand16]

• Array declared with incomplete initialization
[Garner05, Wiegand16, Robins06]

• Array initialization [Garner05, Hanks09,
Robins06]

• Buffer overflow [Alqadi17, Vipindeep05]

• String functions [Garner05, Robins06]

• Referencing data out of bounds * [Alqadi17,
Efopoulos05, Ettles18, Hall12, Izu16, Mow02,
Simon07, Teorey01]

Indexing / iterating arrays [Alzahrani18,
Bryce10, Garner05, Kurvinen16, Ettles18 (20
min. 33%), Robins06]

• Indexing into empty [Cherenkova14]

• String comparison [Hanks09]

Table 9: The 5 array specific errors.
Generic errors

Specific errors

• Computational
problems
[Garner05, Hall12
(8%)]

• Accumulate boolean
[Rosbach13]

• Expression
[Souza17,
Robins06]

• Incorrect operands or
operators [Hall12]

• Arithmetic
• Integer division*
[Garner05, Wiegand16, [Alqadi17,
Cherenkova14,
Robins06]
Ettles18 (6 min. 72%),
• Arithmetic errors
Fitzgerald08,
[Murphy08,
Wiegand16]
Rosbach13]

• Possible loss of
precision [Mow02] • Assignment
• Referencing data [Caceffo16,
Ebrahimi94, Garner05,
[Hall12]
Raana15, Robins06,
Sirkia12, Souza17,
Wiegand16]
• Casting* [Ettles18,
Garner05,
Hristova03, Simon07,
Robins06]
• Chained relational
[Wiegand16]

• Pre and post fix
assignments [Wiegand16]
• Random range
[Alzahrani18]
• Relational [Wiegand16]
• Remainder operator with
real operands [Wiegand16]

• Inverted assignment
[Sirkia12]

• Rounding or truncation
mistakes [Hall12]

• Logical / boolean
[Alzahrani18,
Caceffo16,
Ebrahimi94, Garner05,
Wiegand16, Robins06]

• Type mismatch
[Ahmadzadeh05, Garner05,
Pritchard15, Seo14 (25%),
Robins06]

• Incorrect calculations
to support logical
algorithm correctness
[Fitzgerald08]

• Misunderstanding of
operator precedence
[Spohrer86, Teorey01,
Robins06]

• Missing computations • Parenthesis used
[Hall12]
incorrectly [Hall12]

Table 5: The 21 computation specific errors.

• Wrong formula
[Simon07, Spohrer85]

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Boundary case
condition [Spohrer86,
Robins10, Rosbach13,
Spohrer85]

• = vs == [Alqadi17,
Ebrahimi94,
Hanks08, Kiran15,
Raana15, Simon07,
Sirkia12]

• Missing && and ||
operator * [Alqadi17,
Altadmri15, Alzahrani18,
Fitzgerald08, Simon07,
Spohrer86]

• Accidentally
including sentinel
values in a
computation
[Simon07]

• Missing condition tests
[Hall12]

• Conditionals
[Cherenkova14,
Garner05, Qian17,
Robins06]
• Relational operator
[Spohrer85]

• Not checked border
value [Cherenkova14]

• Numerical values are
• Checking the wrong used as boolean operands
variable [Hall12]
[Wiegand16]
• Comparison
• Perform unnecessary
[Kurvinen16]
checking with Boolean
• Condition on rule
wrong [Winikoff14]

expression [Truong04]

• Reversed comparison
• Condition variable operator [Cherenkova14]
has not been
updated [Alqadi17,
Rosbach13]

• Truth tables
[Caceffo16, Garner05,
Robins06]
• Unexpected cases
problem. Boundary
cases may not be
considered [Robins10]
• Using == instead of
equals() to compare
strings * [Altadmri15
(17 min.), Brown14,
Murphy08, Simon07]
• Wrong condition
[Rosbach13]
• Wrong False
[Sirkia12]
• Zero is excluded
[Spohrer85]

Table 6: The 18 condition specific errors.

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Typo
[Garner05]

• Duplicate tail digit problems involve dropping the final digit from a constant
with duplicated tail digits [Spohrer85, Spohrer86]
• Empty statement blocks introduced with a misplaced semicolon [Simon07,
Raana15]
• Trivial typos - mistakes of typing (e.g. - for +) not caught by the compiler
[Winikoff14]
• Wrong constant [Spohrer85]
Table 12: The 4 miscellaneous specific errors.

Generic errors

Specific errors

• If statements [Ebrahimi94, • Break [Souza17]
Garner05, Robins06]
• Continue [Souza17]
• Jump [Souza17]
• Dangling else [Teorey01]
• Selection [Garner05,
Souza17, Wiegand16,
Robins06]
• Switch statements
[Alqadi17, Bryce10,
Garner05, Wiegand16,
Souza17, Robins06]

• Failing to jump upon selection
[Sirkia12]
• Forgetting cases or steps
[Hall12]
• Identifying the output of an
“if-else” statement with
condition and nested “if”
statements [Wiegand16]
• Missing “break” keywords
in “switch” statement
[Alqadi17, Raana15, Truong04,
Wiegand16]

• Wrong branch [Sirkia12]
• Missing implication of if/else
placing code outside the begin/end
block [Spohrer85]
• Omitted “default” case in a
“switch” statement [Bryce10,
Truong04]
• Return [Souza17]
• Swapping conditional block bodies
in an “if” statements [Fitzgerald08]
• Too many conditional statements
[Truong04]
• Using multiple “if” flow
structure instead of “if-else”*
[Alzahrani18, Ettle18 (5 min. 11%),
Souza17, Rosbach13]

Table 7: The 14 branching specific errors.

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Loop contents [Garner05,
Lee99, Robins06]

• Classic logic errors Teorey01,
in searches
Wiegand16]
[Simon07]
• Incorrect
• Code inside a loop (including none)
that does not belong initialization of
loop control
there [Teorey01]
variable [Lee99]
• Code that appears

an assignment statement
or a conjunctive logical
expression [Wiegand16

and is executed after
the loop exits
[Wiegand16]

• Incorrect update
of the control
variable [Lee99]

• Nested loop
initialization, expression
[Alzahrani18]

• Conditional into
• Indices in loops
loop control variable [Kurvinen16]
[Sirkia12]
• Infinite loop
• Empty loop
[Bryce10, Izu16]
[Izu16]
•Initialization of

• Off by 1 * [Alqadi17,
Bryce10, Cherenkova14,
Ettles18 (8 min. 19%),
Fitzgerald08, Izu16,
Spohrer85, Teorey01,
Vipindeep05]

• Loop errors [Alzahrani18,
Bryce10, Caceffo16,
Cherenkova14, Ebrahimi94,
Garner05, Hanks08, Izu16,
Qian17, Robins06,
Rosbach13, Simon07,
Souza17, Wiegand16]
• Loop with conditionals
[Cherenkova14, Garner05]

• Erroneous
incrementing of a
loop counter
variable (i.e., outside
the loop)
[Efopoulos05]
• For loop is not
inclusive* [Ettles18
(2 min. 13%)]

loop control
variable is
incorrectly placed
[Lee99]
• Loop containing
“continue”
statement
[Wiegand16]

• How and when to
terminate loops
[Ebrahimi94]

• Loop has no
body, extra
semicolon
[Alqadi17]

• Improper /
malformed loop
[Caceffo16, Hall12,
Lee99, Murphy08,

• Loop headers
[Alzahrani18,
Garner05,
Robins06]
• Loop whose
condition is

Table 8: The 27 loop specific errors.

• Missing input statement
inside the loop, resulting
in only one set of data
read [Lee99]

• Stop incrementing sum
[Cherenkova14]
• Too many loop and
conditional statements
[Truong04]
• Unedited loop [Izu16]
• Unnecessary output
statement within the loop
[Lee99]
• Wrong semantics of
nested loops [Izu16]

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Definition, data
flow and header
mechanics
[Garner05,
Hanks08, Robins06]

• Always return -1*
[Ettles18 (17 min.
12.8%)]

• Function errors
[Qian17,
Wiegand16]

• Call by reference vs
call by value semantics
[Caceffo16, Wiegand16]
• Data type of the value
in the return statement is
incompatible with the
return type of the
function [Wiegand16]

• Incorrect /
redundant
variables or
subroutines
[Grandell05]
• Initialization of
formal parameters
[Caceffo16]
• Inverse nesting
[Sirkia12]

• Mismatch return
• Flow reaches end of
type with its
non-void method
invocation
[Altadmri15, Hristova03] [Hristova03]

• Parameters as local
variables [Caceffo16]
• Re-calling a function
[Sirkia12]
• Return ignored*
[Altadmri15 (15 min.),
Brown14, Hristova03,
Simon07, Sirkia12]
• Return statement is missing
in the definition of a nonvoid function [Wiegand16]
• Returning 0 instead of -1*
[Ettles18 (5 min. 22%)]
• Unnecessary / not enough
/ too large method [Hall12,
Truong04]

• Function name and
scope [Caceffo16]

• Misplacing main
method [Simon07]

• Incompatible types
between method return
and type of variable that
the value is assigned to
[Altadmri15]

• Misplacing return • Wrong arguments (out of
value [Sirkia12]
order / type mismatches)
• Missing method
[Ahmadzadeh05, Altadmri15,
Caceffo16, Hristova03,
call [Rosbach13]
• Multiplying with Simon07]
a function call
[Sirkia12]
• Parameter values
return value
[Qian17]

Table 10: The 24 function specific errors.

Generic errors

Specific errors

• Conceptual errors
[Hall12 (58%)]

• Action definition
wrong [Winikoff14]

• Incorrect transfer of
knowledge [Pillay06]

• Mixed up of constructs
(if and while)
[Grandell05]

• Misunderstanding /
• Action(s) of rule
misinterpretation
wrong (but legal)
[Spohrer86, Robins10] [Winikoff14]

• Inefficient problem
solving approach
[Pillay06]

• Problem solving
[Bryce10, Pillay06]

• Additional (wrong)
rule [Winikoff14]

• Interpretation problem • Not supported
[Robins10]
[Spohrer86]

• Cognitive load
problem [Spohrer86]

• Lack of
conceptualization of
the execution of the
problem [Kurvinen16,
Qian17, Pillay06]

• Composition problem
[Spohrer86]
• Duplicating logic
[Hall12]
• Expectation and
interpretation
problem [Bryce10,
Spohrer85, Spohrer86]

• Lack of knowledge or
understanding of the
programming language
[Pillay06]

• Natural-language
problem [Robins10]

• Not using a compound
statement when one is
required [Teorey01]
• Optimization
problem [Spohrer86,
Robins10]
• Plan dependency
problems [Spohrer85,
Spohrer86]

• Lack of understanding • Previous experience
of control structure
[Spohrer86, Robins10]
• Fault in domain
[Pillay06]
knowledge
• Related knowledge
• Lack of understanding interference
[Winikoff14]
of the application
[Spohrer86]
• Fault in initial beliefs domain [Pillay06]
• Specialization problem
/ goals [Winikoff14]
• Malformed right place
[Robins10]
• Improper location of
(incorrect, but in the
the assignment
right place) [Cunniff86] • Spurious (not needed)
expression
[Cunniff86]
• Misplaced (necessary
[Ebrahimi94]
• Summarisation
but in wrong place)
• Incorrect / missing
problem [Robins10,
[Cunniff86]
algorithm [Grandell05]
Spohrer86]
• Missing (required but
• Incorrect grouping
• Swap two variables
not omitted)
without using a helper
[Rosbach13]
[Cunniff86]
variable [Kurvinen16]
• Incorrect
• Missing action in a
identification of the
• Unnecessarily
rule [Winikoff14]
control structure
complicated
• Missing rule
needed [Pillay06]
[Rosbach13]
[Winikokk14]
Table 11: The 40 conceptual specific errors.

Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the most common logical errors in each category. Instructors, authors, and tool
developers could adapt their teaching techniques, learning content, languages, tools, and automated help
systems to assist students in detecting or avoiding these common logic errors. For example, instructors
could teach students to always initialize variables before students use them. Similarly, tool developers
may adapt their programming tools to give warnings if variables are declared without proper
initializations.
The data of the survey (in Table 2 to Table 12) helped us to identify the most difficult errors that could
lead to student struggle in each of the 11 categories. The data shows that errors are more related to
advanced general programming concepts such as algorithms, loops, functions, etc. The data also did not
show that more errors are related to the syntax and semantics of a programming language (specificlanguage programming errors). Therefore, instructors might wish to focus on generic programming
errors over specific programming errors when providing interventions to help students.
This survey has several limitations. One of the main limitations we faced while conducting this survey is
the common lack of the study setup and research methodology in the surveyed publications. For
example, many publications did not mention the year when the data were collected, the course setting
(e.g., number of instructors, number of TAs, and type of learning material, type of university, CS1 or
CS2, etc.), the activity setting (e.g., programming language, number/nature of activities, at-home or inclass, with or without instructor/TA help, etc.), the population setting (e.g., number of students, age,
gender, ethnicity, etc.), and/or the outcome measured (e.g., struggle-causing errors using time-to-fix
average, etc.). The lack of such data made it difficult to compare between the publications. Also, such a
lack of details made it difficult to assess the confidence in the publications’ results such as how the
authors decide something is an error and when it counts as fixed.
Another limitation is the definition of CS1. We defined, early in section “Literature review method”, the
CS1 topics that we covered in this study, but some researchers might not agree with our definition of
CS1, and thus might not agree with the coverage of the errors in this study based on that definition. For
example, if there is a publication about OOP challenges in CS1, we just picked up the non-OOP related
errors from that publication. Also, our error categorization did not use a systematic approach based on
clearly defined guidelines, but was subjective and based on the authors’ own judgments. Some
researchers might not agree with such a classification. Also, the errors mentioned in this study might not
apply to all programming languages and might be language-dependent or/and language-specific.
Furthermore, the time-to-fix parameter, which we used in this study to highlight errors that might cause
struggle, might not be accurate due to multiple factors such as students stepping out rather than working
on solving the bug.
Moreover, we did a Google Scholar search for publication in the period from 1985 to 2018 (3 decades)
since the search was easy to do using Google search. However, the manual database search covered only

2008 to 2018 because it was difficult to do the search manually in 8 different databases for the last 3
decades. Another limitation is the keywords that we used in the search for related publications as
explained in Section “Literature review method”. We used a limited number of 11 keywords that might
not be inclusive for all related publications in the last 3 decades. Also, some researchers might disagree
with the keywords that we used. Lastly, we manually searched only 8 databases for related publications,
so omissions of some other relevant databases might be a limitation and some researchers might
disagree with having such limited database search. Even with the above limitations, we believe this
survey is still helpful and more efficient than reading 47 publications.
Conclusion
We highlighted various errors that were indeed problematic and thus instructors, developers, and authors
can focus on reducing those as well as the others too. As the data showed, the literature focused mainly
on frequent errors but not on errors that caused struggle. For example, out of 47 literature materials, only
2 (4%) papers focused on errors that are difficult to fix. A frequent error is not necessarily problematic if
easily detected and fixed by students, and in fact some would argue that such detecting/fixing is an
important part of the learning process. In contrast, an error that causes struggle may lead to frustration
and de-motivation without justifiable learning benefit. Detecting struggle was harder in the past due to a
lack of online logging of student activity, but is more possible today with newer tools being used in CS1
classes. Thus, we encourage future work that increases focus on errors that cause struggle, and remedies
to reduce such struggle.
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